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These slides:
https://bit.ly/DLFVoyant

https://bit.ly/DLFVoyant


Things you can do with Voyant
Count relative word frequency

Look for patterns and trends in the use of terms

Complete comparative analysis across many texts

Track changes in language over time

Examine collocations (what words usually show up next to each other)

Create data visualizations (tag clouds, maps, graphs, charts)



Miriam Posner:

I like to use Voyant to probe how texts come to be meaningful. 
If word frequencies aren't sufficient, how do we find patterns 
in texts? Is close reading possible with a very large corpus of 
texts? If we can't hold all those texts in our heads, then what 
would help us find patterns in texts? Is the answer some tool 
that hasn't been invented yet? Or is the entire experiment 
doomed to failure?

[citation]

https://github.com/miriamposner/voyant-workshop/blob/master/investigating-texts-with-voyant.md


Datasets to use : literary 
Text Creation Partnership: includes Early English 
Books Online, Eighteenth Century Collections 
Online, and Evans Early American Imprints

Hathi Trust

Internet Archive (also has video)

Project Gutenberg

…or almost anywhere

http://www.textcreationpartnership.org/tcp-texts/
https://www.hathitrust.org/
https://archive.org/
https://www.gutenberg.org/


Preparing text for text analysis
How would you make a book into data?

What steps are involved?
● Finding text
● Cleaning text
● Entering text

What are the restrictions?
● Copyright
● Paywalls
● Technical issues (for example, optical character recognition)



Voyant documentation and resources   
General Voyant help

In-depth guide to all Voyant tools

Self-guided Voyant workshop by Miriam Posner

Github repository of Voyant tools (no longer updated)

https://voyant-tools.org/docs/#!/guide/about
http://docs.voyant-tools.org/docs/#!/guide/tools
https://github.com/miriamposner/voyant-workshop/blob/master/investigating-texts-with-voyant.md
https://github.com/sgsinclair/Voyant


voyant-tools.org

https://voyant-tools.org/


Christina Rossetti, Goblin Market (1862)



https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/44996/goblin-market

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/44996/goblin-market
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Questions
What does the program see that you didnʼt? What do you see that the program 
couldnʼt?
 
What are the limits of this kind of reading?
 
How would this experience be different if you were looking at 500 poems? 500 
books? 5 million books?
 
What are the kinds of questions you wish you could ask Voyant?


